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Abstract: The recent proliferation of ubiquitous computing technologies has led to the emergence
of urban computing that aims to provide intelligent services to inhabitants of smart cities. Urban
computing deals with enormous amounts of data collected from sensors and other sources in a smart
city. In this article, we investigated and highlighted the role of urban computing in sustainable
smart cities. In addition, a taxonomy was conceived that categorized the existing studies based
on urban data, approaches, applications, enabling technologies, and implications. In this context,
recent developments were elucidated. To cope with the engendered challenges of smart cities, we
outlined some crucial use cases of urban computing. Furthermore, prominent use cases of urban
computing in sustainable smart cities (e.g., planning in smart cities, the environment in smart cities,
energy consumption in smart cities, transportation in smart cities, government policy in smart cities,
and business processes in smart cities) for smart urbanization were also elaborated. Finally, several
research challenges (such as cognitive cybersecurity, air quality, the data sparsity problem, data
movement, 5G technologies, scaling via the analysis and harvesting of energy, and knowledge versus
privacy) and their possible solutions in a new perspective were discussed explicitly.

Keywords: urban computing; sustainable; internet of things; smart cities; intelligence; big data

1. Introduction

The miniaturization of sensing, computing, networking, and communication technolo-
gies in urban spaces has led to the development of new technological ecosystems for smart
cities [1]. In present times, city governments are enabling pervasive smart services across all
application domains [2], including healthcare, transportation, clean and green technologies,
entertainment and leisure facilities, and crowd management, among others [3]. Urban
computing can play a critical role in developing smart cities. Decision-makers can work
on the urban computing infrastructure to analyse data and make crucial decisions [4].
Improved urban computing can trace the inadequacy of a smart city, and the actors can
provide solutions with the potential to mitigate the inadequacy of the smart city. As a result,
this increases the efficiency and effectiveness of the smart city, which improves the lives
of the citizens living in the smart environment. Ref. [5] presented a survey on smart cities
that covers the smart city motivation and the architecture, characteristics, features, and
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composition of smart cities. Case studies of New York, Santander, London, San Francisco,
Barcelona, Nice, and Padova are discussed as smart cities.

Ref. [6] presented a discussion on the Sense–Analyze–Actuate paradigm for smart
cities, outlining technical problems and potential solutions for controlling city-scale resource
infrastructures. Later, [5] paper presented the challenges and future directions for research
that can further develop smart cities. Furthermore, sustainable cities are complicated
systems that make it difficult for smart cities to successfully challenge the complexities
by using big data technology to monitor, analyse, and improve performance in terms of
sustainability. Ref. [4] examines and discusses the enabling role of urban computing and
intelligence in tactics and its inventive possibilities.

In urban computing, data is highly crucial, and the fact is that without data, urban
computing can be rendered handicapped without any power of analytics [7]. Data avail-
ability is vital to facilitate urban computing in smart cities. Urban computing focuses on
improving citizens' quality of life by solving urban problems. Examples of data generation
sources include traffic flow, geographical data, and human mobility generated from the
city. As an example, the location for setting up a new business or retail store matters a lot.
Location has been a matter of survival since ancient times when urban areas were essential
to modern cities in the present. A new coffee store set up in a busy place might attract
more customers, while setting up the same coffee shop 100 m away may not attract many
customers. It is not sufficient to use infrastructure statistics to measure the value of an
investment. For example, the noise and pollution coming from trains/bus systems may
degrade a coffee shop’s value.

Ref. [8] propose the Urban Mobility Project Sustainability Index in Brazil to monitor
and evaluate the sustainability of urban mobile projects. The project identified the possi-
bility of introducing changes in Brazilian urban mobility policy. Moreover, the influence
of urban planning on landscape changes and social behaviour is in line with the urban
sustainability project-17 sustainability indicators identified and grouped based on their
relationship with the environment and social and economic features. Moreover, [9] pre-
sented a broad review of smart and sustainable cities based on fundamentals, assumptions,
current development, emerging technological trends, and planning for future practice.
The designs of the sustainable city models and smart city approaches were discussed,
including strengths and weaknesses in the context of sustainable development goals. An
integrated approach for sustainable city modelling from a theoretical perspective integrated
with the current wave of computing, big data, and context-aware computing technologies
was proposed based on the challenges identified in a survey for future practice in smart
sustainable urban planning and development [10]. The article also highlighted unresolved
challenges as opportunities for future research.

In terms of achieving information system success, according to Chatterjee et al. [11],
the growth of wireless technology integrated with the IoT and artificial intelligence (AI)
helped to simulate intelligent behaviour and make accurate decisions without human
intervention. It also enhanced the use of IoT devices as citizens connected to the internet.

Figure 1 shows the landscape of urban computing in smart cities. The prime objective
of urban computing systems is to bring improvements to citizens’ lifestyles and city en-
vironments and enrich operational intelligence in smart city services. Urban computing
systems provide a complete technological ecosystem to perform end-to-end operations
to achieve the aforementioned objectives. To this end, urban computing systems provide
computing infrastructures, communication, networking, and data storage technologies to
perform data collection, management, analytics, and knowledge visualisation operations.
The researchers [12], divided the technology ecosystem for urban computing into five
categories: (i) sensing, (ii) data management, (iii) data fusion, (iv) handling sparsity, and (v)
knowledge visualization.
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However, we still need to handle several communication-related challenges, including
privacy concerns, security threats, computational burdens, bandwidth utilisation, and
energy efficiency.

In this study, we propose to explore the role of urban computing in smart cities.
The detailed contribution of this study is listed as follows:

• This study proposes a classification to categorise the existing literature into multiple
dimensions linked to the present current research issues in the smart cities paradigm.
The primary issues connected with each category of urban computing are highlighted
based on a literature study of recently published studies. To simplify this procedure,
we have identified nine technologies: deep learning, big data, pervasive and mobile
intelligence, multi-cloud, cognitive computing, smart automation, blockchain, cyber
security, and the Internet of Things.

• We built a taxonomy of the most pertinent urban computing and smart city litera-
ture based on urban data, methodologies, applications, supporting technology, and
implications. Each parameter was studied independently, and the key results were
presented for the purpose of constructing effective smart urban computing sustainable
city contexts.

• We qualitatively analyse the role of urban computing in smart cities by providing
several applications and technologies, such as intelligent transit, smart homes, and
smart automobiles.

• Using significant use cases, such as energy consumption, transportation, government
policy, and business process, we demonstrate the significance of urban computing in
smart cities.

• We cover several unanswered research questions affecting the future growth of urban
computing in smart cities. Using data from the published literature, we determined
that the following research topics—cognitive cybersecurity, air quality, IoT resources,
cyber-physical system, data sparsity, data movement, 5G technologies, scaling via the
analysis and harvesting of energy, and knowledge versus privacy—could be potential
key research areas in the advancement of urban computing for smart cities.
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• Concise summaries of these contributions are outlined in separate sections, from
Sections 2–6, while Section 7 provides concluding remarks.

2. Methodology

The methodology for the review in developing the article shows the approach used
for conducting the literature review. The literature review stages are listed as follows:
keywords formulation, identification of the academic search engine and bibliographical
databases, screening of the articles, exclusion and inclusion criteria, and eligibility for
selection. The keywords were formulated based on the objective of the study. The final
keywords formulated were “Urban computing”, “smart city”, “urban city”, “smart cities”,
“smart cities & sustainability”, “Internet of things”, “sustainable city”, and “sustainability”.
The academic search engines relevant to computing used the keywords to identify highly
relevant articles. The academic search engines used were IEEExplore, Web of Science,
ACM Digital Library, DBPL Computer Science Bibliography, Ei-Compendix, ScienceDirect,
Scopus, and SpringerLink. The study excluded papers written in other languages; only
papers written in English and peer-reviewed articles published in journals, conferences,
and edited books were selected for inclusion. The articles retrieved from the academic
search engine and bibliographical databases were screened based on each article’s title,
conclusion, abstract, and duplicates before fully assessing the complete contents of the
papers that passed the selection criteria.

3. State of the Current Research

Urban computing typically facilitates the development of smart cities by integrating all
the vital components of the smart cities as an ecosystem. It provides necessary technologies
for the adequate distribution of services to citizens through different city systems in smart
cities. It addresses the complex problems of smart city service delivery. As such, urban
computing can play a significant role in smart cities in the technological dimensions shown
in Figure 2. Seemingly, the eight dimensions look diverse in terms of computing technology
and its applications. This paper highlights the recent research challenges related to smart
cities. The main contribution of this paper is to show the interdisciplinary nature of urban
computing besides being state-of-the-art. We divided urban computing for smart cities
into eight technological dimensions—IoT, deep learning, big data, multi-cloud, cognitive
computing, smart automation, blockchain, and cybersecurity—as illustrated in Figure 2.
Given the keywords formulation, the selection of these dimensions was conditioned by
two factors: (i) the relevant articles that include urban computing, smart cities, and any of
the nine dimensions in the title, and (ii) the relevant articles that include urban computing
and/or smart cities with any of the nine dimensions in the title, abstract, or keywords.

Table 1 provides a summary of the current research challenges in smart cities.
IoT: The IoT has emerged as a source of data generation through interconnected

complex systems of various sensors and smart applications interacting with each other
in a city environment [13]. These interactions range from specific domain applications to
more advanced cross-sectoral systems [14]. IoT-enabled smart cities respond to citizens'
necessary wants to create smart cities [15]. For example, to enhance the existing bus services
in the United Arab Emirates, [16] introduced optimised energy consumption based on a
smart IoT-friendly environment. The approach is to estimate bus stop occupancy and lights,
automatically report utility breakdowns, remotely monitor air conditioning, and measure
the air pollution around the area. The idea is to connect various sensors and actuators via a
Wi-Fi-based standalone microcontroller.
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Table 1. A summary of the current research challenges in smart cities.

Research Area Key Challenges

Deep learning
• Coping with time dependency
• Optimisation metrics

Big data
• Coping with heterogeneity and integration of heterogeneous sources
• Coping with noisy, uncertain, and inconsistent data

Pervasive and mobile intelligence

• Performance issues
• Energy-efficient
• Programming support
• To design processing device equipped with trust, security, and privacy

Multi-cloud

• Develop and run composite applications on the cloud
• Re-usable software components with an online library to provide various urban

computing services
• User authentication
• Standardisation

Cognitive computing
• Computation efficiency
• Implications
• Truth

Smart automation
• Energy efficiency
• Scalability

Blockchain

• Modelling
• Scalability
• Usability
• Auditing

Cyber security
• Data Bias in social media datasets
• Cryptography with low energy consumption

IoT
• Urban sensing and data acquisition
• Battery and processing power
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In an IoT-based platform designed for the real-time monitoring of elephants within
a forest's boundaries, the system incorporated cognition and computational intelligence
techniques. Moreover, [17] developed a boundary intellect integrated with a network of
wireless sensors to detect elephants in a forest to prevent conflict between elephants and
human beings. The system was deployed in a forest in India and can detect elephants
entering or crossing the border with a 50 m accuracy. The system has the potential to reduce
human–elephant conflict within the forest.

Janssen et al. [18] reported the challenges of the IoT. They summarised the adaptation
and implementation of the IoT in smart cities and discussed issues such as standardis-
ation and network flexibility issues, sensor mobility, and the accuracy, timeliness, and
completeness of the collected data.

The fundamental IoT technologies and architectural framework are shown in Figure 3.
The framework combines numerous layers, with the first layer containing sensors and
objectives utilized in diverse domains, such as hospitals, banks, factories, government
offices, agriculture, etc. These sensors are connected to several network technologies,
including optical fibre, ethernet, 4G/5G, LTE, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, and Lora [19]. The cloud
storage solution provides scalable and cost-effective storage for network-collected data.
The upper layer is viewed via numerous IoT applications consumers utilise to enhance
security and efficiency.
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Deep Learning (DL): Solving urban problems may require a deep learning approach
to generate large values through urban computing. Many studies have incorporated
deep learning into smart city applications to uncover new information from big urban
data [15,20]. Refs. [15,21] explored deep learning in the fusion of urban big data. The
study focused on classifying urban big data fusion into three categories based on deep
learning: (i) DL-double-stage-based fusion, (ii) DL-output-based fusion, and (iii) DL-input-
based fusion. However, some urban big data fusion challenges were highlighted, such
as data quality, multi-modal data, spatiotemporal data, and data sparsity. Niu et al. [22]
implemented traffic prediction using a deep learning architecture using traffic flow data
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that were spatiotemporal. Another example of deep learning is the study on urban water
flow and water level prediction proposed by [23]. In addition, mitigating the effects
of temperature on the characteristics of wireless communication links motivated [24]
to propose a reinforcement learning-based sleep-scheduling strategy for wireless sensor
nodes. Reinforcement learning enables a node in a network to react based on the current
environment in order to take action, such as transition, listen, or sleep, autonomously. The
results of sustainable operations indicated good performance compared with the baseline
network operation and connectivity algorithms. The main challenges of adopting deep
learning for urban computing in smart cities are coping with time dependency, dealing
with large amounts of data with various formats, fast-moving streaming data, and the
trustworthiness of data analysis [25].

Pervasive and mobile intelligence: Pervasive and mobile intelligence is landscaping
the overall path to a smart world by being used in physical environments for providing
reliable and relevant services to people. Pervasive and mobile intelligence allows the
development of new applications and systems and significantly expands the range of
computing opportunities, including digital intelligence in everyday items and homes. It
can simplify and improve efficiency [26]. Usman and Gutierrez [27] presented a survey
on the issue of trust in pervasive and mobile computing. The survey tried to provide a
comprehensive concept and definition of trust from different areas of study to propose
the concept of management toward trust-based protocols in pervasive and mobile com-
puting. Current trust-based protocols were critically evaluated. The article addressed the
techniques, methodologies, models, applications, and needs for trust-based protocols.

The security of bridges in trust-based protocols for pervasive and mobile computing
and approaches for evading security bridges have been vividly discussed. Open research
problems in the context of trust-based protocols in pervasive and mobile computing have
been outlined [28]. Ref. [29] presented a case study in mobility management related to
pervasive computing and sustainable development. The authors highlighted an example
wherein cultural resistance has forced pervasive computing to change through incremental
and non-intrusive applications. The example gives a real-time view associated with a public
transportation system while utilising mobile phones. The results show that pervasive
computing supports introducing new products that allow positive social changes regarding
behaviour and values. In addition, in the quest to know whether daily stress can be
reliably measured using human behaviour metrics that are retrieved from a mobile phone,
Bogomolov et al. [30] proposed a new approach to do just that. The results of the work were
analysed based on two algorithms, Random Forest and Gradient Boosted. The results show
that the impacts of such technology are of reducing stress and further enhancing subjective
wellness for sustainable living. However, the work is lacking in predicting mobile users’
personalities and detecting stress in an entirely automated way.

Big Data: The concept of big data has been utilised in urban computing due to the
growing amount of data that increases every day via various sensors embedded in smart
cities [31]. Large datasets are generated utilizing IoT and ICT technologies employing
routine and autonomous sensing, which replaces the traditional approach [32]. In smart
sustainable cities, IoT-enabled urban data are increasingly related to regular or automat-
ically sensed data. Furthermore, ubiquitous sensing is a key component of future smart
sustainable cities, which often rely on the realization of numerous ICT visions of ubiq-
uitous computing, particularly the Internet of Things. Honarvar and Sami (2019) [33]
published data on urban computing so that knowledge extracted through integrating
multiple independent sources in smart cities can be accessed. The data relating to urban
computing were collected in Aarhus, Denmark from multiple sources, including static and
dynamic sources. The period covered for the data collected was from first of August to
30th September 2014, covering an area of 91 square KM with an estimated population of
270,000. The static sources provided data on the use of land, water barriers, waterways,
amenities, points of interest (POI), buildings, and roads. On the other hand, the dynamic
data sources included parking lots, weather, pollution, and traffic. The static data were
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collected and pre-processed from online sources, while the dynamic data were collected
using 217 sensors embedded within the city. The data can provide valuable contributions
to urban computing by considering both dynamic and static data sources in smart cities.
The data can be utilised to gain new knowledge for improving urban planning and making
better decisions. Researchers can use them to investigate the spatial features of different
events in smart cities [33].

Multi-Cloud: Multi-cloud-based computing has become a substantial technology for
smart cities and urban computing. It recently emerged from the traditional computational
paradigm, moving to a more sophisticated multi-cloud environment, especially when
processing large amounts of data. Dhirani, Newe et al. [34] discussed various SLA issues
with respect to hybrid multi-cloud environments and offered possible solutions for how
companies can adopt them in their management processes. Currently, many smart city
technology providers are encountering difficulties in managing multiple clouds that reside
within different vendors running on different platforms, computational requirements, and
vendor SLAs [34]. Moreover, [35] explored the role of cloud computing, which can play a
significant role in assisting cities in becoming smart. The authors identified some of the
research challenges associated with cloud computing with respect to urban computing for
smart cities, and these challenges are summarised as follows: (i) develop and run composite
applications on the cloud; (ii) the re-usable software lirary development that houses re-
usable software that provide various services to process requests; (iii) user authentication;
and (iv) standardisation.

Smart Automation: Smart devices are increasingly changing our daily lives in ur-
ban areas [36]. For example, smartphones can be used in smart healthcare systems to
perform measurements of several physiological parameters by utilising wireless medical
devices, such as a spirometer, electrocardiogram, and oxymeter, that are connected to
the smartphone gateways through a Bluetooth connection. Meanwhile, smart cities are
developing rapidly by introducing new practices and services. It is currently expected that
to comprehend a smart city’s commitment to overall urban planning and vice versa, it is
necessary to recognise urban planning offerings to a smart city environment. Large cities
worldwide have overstressed/outdated infrastructures facing challenges in delivering
crucial civil services to their populations. These civil services are essential, especially for
people with disabilities. The cyber-physical concept is proposed by [37] to facilitate the
lives of people with vision loss or other special needs. The proposed concept with real-time
information exchange will function as a bridge between cyberspace infused with the IoT
and physical space. This will help people with disabilities to navigate through streets and
street crossings as well as warn individuals who are in danger. The proposed solution is
a distributed system that allows flexibility in smart agents and a smart environment, but
it does not include the liabilities and cybersecurity of the system. The system provides
ample opportunities for researchers to consider new assistive approaches to aid people
with disabilities with orientation, navigation, and mobility.

Moreover, the smart grid is one of the largest IoT systems in a smart city. Researchers’
general focus has been on improving the internal system functions of the smart grid, but
they are not focusing on developing urban computing based on smart grid data [37]. A
ubiquitous urban computing framework was proposed using smart grid data. The system is
based on a stochastic configuration network and robust principal component analysis. Shop
location resettlement and a shared bicycle system were performed as the applications of
the proposed system. The results show that the proposed method provides a near-optimal
solution for demand scenes in a smart city. The authors argued that a smart city could be
used as feedback for other data resources in the smart city, and along with the proposed
system, it can be of great help in power distribution systems.

Blockchain: Blockchain as a technological innovation allows for decentralisation,
persistency, anonymity, and auditability in a smart city environment [38,39]. The main
challenges of blockchain in smart cities are scalability, flexibility, and security [40]. In their
book on smart blockchain, Krishna, Ravi et al. [41] surveyed 33 papers to identify the
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relationship between analytics and blockchain in order to enhance its overall performance
in numerous real-world problems. The study focused on highlighting the importance
of analytical tools for the design and implementation of blockchain in a smart city envi-
ronment. Ref. [42] designed an infrastructure using the blockchain mechanism in order
to facilitate the implementation of security and privacy based on spatiotemporal smart
contract services to help improve the sustainability of mega smart cities. The infrastructure
concept utilises cognitive fog nodes at the adage to host and process offloaded geo-tagged
multimedia payloads and transactions from a mobile edge and IoT nodes.

Interestingly, security is one of the strengths of blockchain [43]. However, researchers
thoroughly question it due to blind trust in blockchain developers and other stakeholders
as well as issues and threats to cybersecurity [44,45]. Other challenges include compu-
tational efficiency and storage size, interoperability [46], and usability [47]. In general,
researchers argue that these challenges in adopting blockchain stem from the immaturity
of the blockchain [40].

Cybersecurity: Cybersecurity continues to be a serious issue for many smart city
applications in cyberspace due to the number of security breaches, particularly man-in-
the-middle and zero-day exploit attacks. This has resulted in the need for producing
new theories to understand, reason, and learn from such attacks, as traditional machine
learning systems face the difficulty of detecting small mutations in these attacks over time.
Moreover, the weapons and defences being used are moving at breakneck speed, and the
attack surface is rapidly expanding. Protecting data requires dealing with hacking attempts
in which machine learning can be used to detect security threats. Meanwhile, traditional
security tools utilise known threat signatures and threat feeds supplied by trusted partners.
This is not sufficient in the present day as enterprise perimeters are dissolving, and the first
sign of a new and unknown threat may be recorded in an application log or with a user
session-monitoring tool.

Cybersecurity is the most crucial challenge of urban computing for smart cities as it
relies on technology to work with the intertwined ecosystem. An increase in technology
assists urban computing in an embedded computing capacity, which has led to a rapid ex-
pansion of diverse smart devices in smart city umbrellas [48]. While these new devices and
urban computing applications offer great utility for the public, they also open up a broader
attack space for malicious cyber-attacks [48,49]. Researchers a rgue that cybersecurity is
needed in all embedded layers of smart cities to mitigate these security challenges [50].

Cognitive computing: Cognitive computing has become visible in improving the
quality of life in cities [51]. In a paper by [51], the relationship between smart cities and
cognitive computing is discussed in order to identify how smart cities can utilise the
power of cognitive computing to design cognitive cities. Ref. [52], classified cognitive
computing into three critical technologies for smart cities: the IoT, big data analytics, and
cloud computing. They underline that the enabling approaches for these technologies are
reinforcement learning and deep learning. Such integration may drive machines, humans,
and cyberspace towards more intelligent services in urban cities. The main challenges
associated with cognitive computing in a smart city with respect to urban computing are
presented in Table 1.

4. Taxonomy

In this section, we devise a taxonomy of urban computing in smart cities based on
various categories. These categories demonstrate the interrelation between the urban
computing concept and smart cities. Figure 4 shows a number of parameters extracted
from the literature: urban data, opportunities, key applications, and implications.
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4.1. Urban Data

With the potential increase in the global population, the world is moving fast towards
urbanization. According to some studies [53,54] most big cities and towns are leaving a
sustainable environmental impression. Unsustainable development drives innovation in
areas such as economic creativity, turning economic innovations into results, and providing
platforms that can safely propel the development of urban communities. Information and
communication technology (ICT) is a sacrosanct instrument for propelling the design and
development of devices for an urban community [55,56].

The ability of users to adapt to this environment can be aided by the users' under-
standing of the operation and use of the technologies embedded in the urban community.
Smart devices and mobile phones perform the collection of statistical data to increase
geometrically in view of the fact that urban life activities are captured [57]. As a result
of this, both government and non-governmental organizations were prompted to initiate
innovations using these data to improve quality of life. Emerging research studies with
overlapping themes and issues around urban computing have become a reality due to re-
cent breakthroughs and the emergence of low-cost sensors, actuation and smart automation,
nanotechnology, and wireless communication [58]. Our lives now revolve around smart
devices that are always connected to the internet due to pervasive computing technology,
changing how we interact with one another and conduct business in smart cities [59,60].
However, urban computing programs have given residents of smart cities technological
and social options. According to [61], effective parking systems can be developed based
on the data generated from an urban community to alleviate traffic congestion. Thus, this
motivated the researchers to develop SmartPark for embedding in San Francisco com-
munities. The technology uses a ubiquitous cellular and Wi-Fi infrastructure to deliver
real-time parking availability information to automobiles. Ref. [33] developed a prediction
model using the urban data collected from different sources in Aarhus, Denmark. The
information gathered relates to city structures, vehicular traffic, air pollution, weather
forecasting, and POI. RMSE and MAE were used as performance indicators to evaluate

https://generaltools.com/toolsmart
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the model based on transfer learning. Moreover, Low et al. [62] propose POI conflation in
six stages, namely, standardization of schema, collection of data, mapping of taxonomy,
POI matching and unification, and verification of data. The proposal was implemented
in a real-world environment in Singapore as a case study. It was found that its practical
application indicated the success of the framework for merging five different sources of
POI data into unified POI data. The investigation found that the final unified dataset was
better than the constituent POI data in terms of comprehensiveness and exhaustiveness.

Furthermore, with the growth and development of the internet, mobile devices, and
sensor technology, data can be generated for urban computing. For instance, customers
can use mobile applications to post ratings or comments about a product or service after
consuming or using a service. With regard to mobility data (these data can be user reviews
and traces of location), smart card transaction traces and commuter daily commute records
obtained through a taxi GPS can be utilised to determine the proper location for setting
up a retail store in a city [63]. Ref. [3] propose urban computing for inhalable particulate
matter distribution across residential groups in a smart city. A courtyard was built for
residential clustering. Simulations were conducted for variants of the type of courtyard for
the residential clusters. The various dilutions and atmospheric pollutants were investigated
to measure the influence of each. It was found that in terms of fine PM2.5 concentrations
in the clusters, the plane courtyard-type layout cluster had the worst performance, while
the U-type cluster was the most favourable form. Ref. [64] described a dataset containing
information on the actual occupancy and count of five rooms in a university setting, as well
as data on indoor ambient criteria, devices enabled by Wi-Fi, consumption of energy by the
users, operations of HVAC, and outdoor weather. Among the five rooms were two lecture
halls of differing sizes, a support staff office, a research office, and a student-accessible
library. Each of the 5 rooms' data were gathered for 181 days with a 5-minute sampling
duration. The data were used as a benchmark, for modelling occupant behaviour, as
techniques driven by data, and for building simulation. Table 2 provides a comparison of
various data sources for urban computing tasks.

Table 2. A comparison of various data sources for urban computing tasks.

Data Source Content Format Complexity Analytical Tools Application(s)

Social media Unstructured and
semi-structured High

• Apache Spark
• RapidMiner
• SAS

• Sentiment analysis
• Text analysis
• Crime detection
• Customer behaviour

analytics

Traffic event Semi-structured Medium
• Apache Spark
• Splunk
• HadooSp MapReduce

Predictive analytics

Energy data Semi-structured Medium
• Apache Spark
• Hadoop MapReduce Predictive analytics

Geographical data Unstructured High

• ArcGIS
• BioMedware
• R-Analysis of Spatial

Data
• GeoVista Studio Project

Temporal analytics

Sensor data Unstructured High
• Hadoop MapReduce
• Apache Spark
• Talend

• Predictive analysis
• Smart healthcare

Government data Structured and
unstructured Medium

• Apache Spark
• Hadoop MapReduce Urban planning
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4.2. Opportunities

The rapid growth of urban computing technologies for smart cities raises new opportu-
nities for numerous research areas such as simulation modelling, urban mobility, ubiquitous
cities and outlier detection, etc. The following subsection offers a brief discussion of some
of the opportunities in urban computing for smart cities.

4.2.1. Simulation Modelling

Simulation modelling is mainly used to predict the performance of a physical model
by creating and assessing a digital prototype of the model in a smart city environment.
It explains a system and the conditions in which this system can withstand vulnerability,
allowing researchers and practitioners to have flexibility in designing the system as they
can determine the efficiency and correctness of the system before the actual construction.
Simulation modelling also allows researchers to study a problem at various abstraction
levels and makes it easy to replicate for further studies. Simulation modelling is the key
approach used to create and assess various urban computing models [65–68]. Simulation
modelling also comes with some challenges, as a simulation requires an extensive amount
of data and computing to be considered an accurate simulation. Another challenge re-
garding simulation modelling is its inability to adapt to constantly changing data in urban
computing applications [69].

4.2.2. Urban Mobility

Urban mobility is regarded as the key to achieving sustainable development goals,
and it drives both economic development and social development [70]. Mobility is the core
component of a smart city because transportation provides vast amounts of citizen and
vehicle data. Authorities are proposing mobility plans with a shift towards sustainable
transport models, and urban transport is embracing the sharing economy via public and
private initiatives [71]. The challenge is militating against sustainable urban mobility,
which is a source of concern for urban planners and policymakers because it is multi-
dimensional, covering environmental performance, energy efficiency, the monitoring of
behaviour and mobility, and the influencing of economic development [72–74]. Another
challenge in implementing sustainable urban mobility is integrating urban mobility systems
and smartphone-enabled mobility services and modernising public transit services. Other
urban mobility challenges include growing traffic congestion, quality of air reduction,
physical inactivity, and reachable, reliable, safe, and affordable public transportation, as
well as new homes and job creation [75].

4.2.3. Ubiquitous Cities

Ubiquitous cities (u-cities) are an advanced level of smart cities with intelligent conver-
gence systems. A u-city is a solution to problems confronting urban communities, such as
weak security, poor levels of sustainability, and pollution. To determine the requirement for
the platform to establish a u-city, Rad et al. [76] propose an effective conceptual framework
that explores and measures the major indicators for a smart city, i.e., environments, citizenry,
and infrastructures that are critical. A Tehran, Iran and Seoul, South Korea ubiquitous
coefficient was computed. The results verified the robustness and effectiveness of the
proposed framework’s accuracy in determining the ubiquitous conditions of the cities. In a
study by [77], a framework is developed, which focuses on the variation in big data sources
and improves the computational expense with respect to colossal work. The framework
uses a unified strategy to analyse a heterogeneous data stream using geographical and
temporal analysis. The study's findings demonstrate the suggested framework's generality,
feasibility, and efficacy through various demonstrations of use cases and illustrations de-
rived from the requirements of real-world environments that are collected in various cities.
Moreover, in recent years, several projects developed by ToolSmart1 have contributed to the
improvement of smart cities, including Bluetooth Connected Digital Angle Finder, Wi-Fi
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Connected Video Inspection Camera, etc. These projects have allowed researchers and
practitioners to collect more accurate data.

4.2.4. Outliers Detection

Knowledge extraction is a crucial task in urban computing for smart cities and becomes
more significant when there are outliers in the big data. Souza, Aquino et al. [78] proposed
a method for outlier detection by using the multiway nature of the data. The proposed
method detects the outlier in big data by reducing dimensionality, classifying latent factors,
and combining both. The method was applied to four urban cities, and the outcome
indicated that the proposed method produces a new clustering approach. The results are
more accurate, and it takes data from different dimensions. The proposed method can also
be integrated with other applications such as a cloud and further extended by adding more
information such as climate, meteorological data, quality of water, etc.

4.3. Key Applications

Key applications are crucial aspects of a smart city, contributing to data generation for
urban computing. This section briefly discusses some key smart-based applications (see
Figure 5) and provides a summary of each application in Table 3.
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Table 3. A summary of the key applications of a smart city.

Smart City
Component Urban Data Communication

Technologies Solution(s) Limitation(s) Ref.

Intelligent
transportation

- Traffic flow sensor
data

- Log files
- GPS location data
- Sensor data

Wi-Fi and
ZigBee

- Traffic and
mobility
management

- Route information
- Safety and vehicle

control (it enables
drivers and also
warns them about
their driving
proficiencies, road
conditions, and
vehicle
performance) and
electronic
timetable

- Lack of travel
behaviour
modelling

- Detection of
obstacles for
moving cameras
and moving
objects

[79–81]
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Table 3. Cont.

Smart City
Component Urban Data Communication

Technologies Solution(s) Limitation(s) Ref.

Smart home Sensor data Wi-Fi

- Intelligent
monitoring

- Remote control
- Cyber-physical

system

- Not fully
connected to
various service
providers to
automate and
optimise services

- User privacy
violations

[82–85]

Smart vehicles Sensor data WiMAX and
Bluetooth

Optimising flow of
vehicles,
reducing the frequency
of traffic jams and
accidents

- Maintenance costs [86]

Smart mobility Sensor data
Bluetooth and

5G mobile
devices

- Routes based on
the user’s
preferences

- Pedestrian
movement
tracking

- Design
appropriate
behaviour
modelling

[87]

Smart grid Sensor data WiMAX and
ZigBee

- Advanced
metering
infrastructure
(AMI)

- Home energy
management
system (HEMS)

- Cyber physical
attacks

- Communication
delays

[88–90]

Smart
communities

User data
Sensor data Wi-Fi

Improve nation’s income
in the following areas:

economic diversity and
growth, energy

efficiency and climate
change mitigation,

efficient transportation
and mobility, and

community resilience
and safety

Scalability [91–93]

Intelligent Transportation: Intelligent transport systems (ITSs) are among the major
components of any urban computing smart city [94]. Large-scale WSNs are used in intelli-
gent transportation to monitor journey time online (including routing choices, wait times,
air pollution, traffic jams, and noise emissions) [79]. Different modes of transportation,
cutting-edge infrastructure, and solutions for traffic and mobility management are all
creatively offered by ITSs. ITSs have transformed the way and manner in which people
commute in urban smart cities [95]. IT is a novel transportation technique embedded with
electronic equipment including wireless and communication systems for users to have
easy access to smart, safe, and fast travelling channels. Some major features of an ITS
include route information (it provides prior real-time information about travelling routes
to users and enables them to decide the best route), safety and vehicle control (it enables
drivers and also warns them about their driving proficiencies, road conditions, and vehicle
performance), and electronic timetables (it provides travellers with detailed information
concerning the arrival and departure times of vehicles, trains, etc.) [96]. An ITS provides a
suitable and comfortable living environment for people in smart cities by minimising the
level of pollution and providing smart parking solutions [97].
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Smart Building: A smart building is embedded with ICTs and services by equipping
appliances in the house through networks to improve living quality. Typically, an enterprise
of intelligent devices is embedded in a smart building to offer unique services at home
that are typically absent in conventional buildings for the benefit of the users [98]. It uses
technology to equip devices powered via energy efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and Wi-Fi.
These devices are used for intelligent monitoring and remote control that automatically
provide harmonic interaction between them without human intervention [99]. A cyber-
physical system (CPS) is a typical illustration of a smart building [84,100] providing comfort,
a secure environment and safety, low power consumption, and ubiquitous convenience.
Smart building services can be further improved by adding health functionalities to the
cloud services, such as the issues of blood pressure and heart rate, that are typically not
feasible to have in systems embedded locally [83]. Given below is a brief summary of the
recent studies concerning smart buildings.

(i) HVAC and plug load controls in Smart Buildings: [101] examined how to use
minimum sensing strategies to predict occupancy in different types of spaces (offices,
libraries, and lecture rooms) using data from a variety of sensors that measure indoor
and outdoor environmental conditions, Wi-Fi device connections, consumption of energy,
operations of the HVAC system, and data related to time. Bi-GRU, DNN, Bi-LSTM, GRU,
and LSTM were utilized to produce the predictions. A novel feature selection approach was
used to find the essential attributes for predicting occupancy. The outcomes demonstrated
that the algorithm used for the feature selection outperformed the compared algorithms
(RFECV). Using Bi-GRU in offices, GRU in libraries, and Bi-GRU in lecture rooms yielded
the best model performance. Ref. [101] indicated that building managers and researchers
might use the insights gathered to determine the most significant variables for occupancy
prediction and decrease the requirement for costly sensors. To increase the generalization
of the findings, the research could be extended in the future to include different sorts of
venues. Ref. [102] introduced a new Access Control and Delegation (ACD) method that
employs the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) to protect access to
MQTT topics in Internet of Things (IoT)-based emergency management systems. The
suggested mechanism incorporates a new decision point referred to as the delegation
decision point (DDP), which examines delegation control policies utilizing new rule- and
policy-combining algorithms. The evaluation procedure analyses the delegation method’s
validity, depth, and quantity of delegates. The ACD mechanism was deployed in a testbed.
The outcome demonstrated that the proposal is effective and that the evaluation of the
DDP latency was ideal for IoT systems. Plug-Mate is an Internet of Things (IoT)-based
technology that aims to reduce energy consumption and expenditures by turning off plug
loads in empty rooms.

(ii) Management of Emergencies in Smart Buildings: [101] created a Plug-Mate system
to regulate the energy consumption of plugged-in devices in smart buildings. The system
consists of occupancy sensors, smart outlets, and a central hub that collects occupancy data
and tells smart outlets to switch on or off plug loads as necessary. The system is made easy to
install and scalable and can be maintained and controlled via a smartphone application. The
proposed system automates plug loads based on user input using a network of connected
modules and three subsystems. First, a non-intrusive indoor localization system collects
high-resolution occupancy data; then, plug load type data are deduced via a sophisticated
plug-load identification function; and finally, a variety of control options are presented
via a proprietary user interface. In addition, the report indicates that Plug-Mate has been
tested and demonstrated in a pilot study.

(iii) Occupancy detection in Intelligent Buildings: [103] proposed the use of short-term
occupancy prediction algorithms for HVAC system control in energy-efficient buildings.
These algorithms, which anticipate when a room or space will be used and manage the
HVAC system accordingly, are intended to boost the energy efficiency of buildings.

The three-step procedure begins with an identification-based technique employing
the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm for model identification. Then, utilizing a
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general systems problem solver (GSPS), a novel finite-state automaton was investigated
(FSA). In the final step, a fuzzy-based stochastic basis role was provided. The research
demonstrates that data collected from occupancy sensors and other sources can be used
to train occupancy prediction systems using machine learning techniques. The paper
also discusses the benefits of using occupancy prediction algorithms for HVAC control,
such as increased energy efficiency, occupant comfort, and cost savings. The adoption of
these algorithms has the potential to significantly reduce energy consumption in buildings,
according to the conclusion of the article.

Smart Vehicles: Because of the increasing rise in urban communities, smart cities
have attracted a lot of interest. With the developing nature of smart city environments,
different smart objects are integrated together and transformed into smart systems [104].
To leverage the present challenges such as pollution and energy consumption imposed
on a smart city, vehicular cloud computing is provided. Recently, the rapid evolution in
terms of “automotive technology and on-demand transportation services” in smart cities
has led to the development of smart vehicles [105], which are equipped with wireless
connectivity and autonomous capability to reduce the level of carbon production in smart
cities. A smart vehicle is a major enabler for smart city environs because it is equipped with
additional onboard gear to enable on-demand services for vehicle occupants [106]. Smart
vehicles are implemented using IEEE 802.11.p and IEEE 1609 standards [107] that enable
communication and the retrieval of information from the vehicle's environs. Given the
importance of smart vehicles in a smart city environment, there has been an increase in the
adaptation of vehicle-to-vehicle communication, allowing vehicles to exchange information.
As such, vehicles can transmit certain information such as destination and speed wirelessly
without human intervention. Messages and warnings alert a driver to the need to control
vehicle movement to avoid an accident. Sending messages, such as that he is more than
300 m away, can inform a driver about different conditions such as traffic, weather, threats,
and information that is of general use [108]. Moreover, smart cities gather data from several
nodes using various electrical devices and sensors. Other infrastructures can communicate
with transport systems within the environment [108,109].

Smart Mobility: Urbanisation introduces new challenges to a smart city project in
the 21st century and has prompted problems such as traffic, pollution, and transportation
systems [110]. These problems have prompted stakeholders to explore data as a result of
operations in urban areas, such as power consumption, congestion as a result of traffic, etc.
Smart mobility is a system that makes decisions about traffic and pollution based on the
data extracted on traffic and pollution. Subsequently, routes are recommended according
to the preference of users or to ease traffic congestion. Smart mobility has the capacity to
make a smart city look attractive and beautiful and promote business expansion by easing
the flow of traffic in the smart city [111,112]. An intelligent mobility approach is required
to guide and support inhabitants living in smart cities [113]. Different preferences differ
among pedestrians, motorists, and cyclists in view of the fact that some prefer a route
without crowds no matter the distance to the destination, while others prefer the shortest
possible route regardless of crowds. On the other hand, some prefer the route with minimal
pollution because of health complications or low-quality air [87].

Smart Grid (SG): An SG is a power system with operational and energy measures
that are integrated with a communication infrastructure to provide energy flow in a bi-
directional manner and information [114]). The tremendous energy demand in smart cities
has ushered in the SG evolution [115]. An SG is a smart electrical distribution system with
various power functions, including smart meters, sustainability of energy, smart machines,
and energy effectiveness. The energy properties are responsible for the energy distribution
flow in a bi-directional manner between manufacturers and users [116]. SGs are currently
adopted across the world to achieve sustainability objectives and secure and economic
power supplies with users that are active in participating in using advanced metering
infrastructure as well as home energy management [90]. The general packet radio service
is an SG communication technology used for long-distance data transfer over a circuit
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switch [117]. An SG that operates globally has to use microwave access technology that
uses IEEE 802.16 that provides long-range data transfer services and monitors the network's
status [118]. Another communication technology of SGs is Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15), which
has a low power consumption ability and operates with a frequency of 2.4 GHz to manage
and monitor the power system. ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4) is an application generally accepted
in SGs because of its high level of energy efficiency, which makes it consume energy at a
lower rate [84].

Smart Communities: Smart communities are the basic components of a city [119] that
uses connected technologies to improve smart city infrastructure, regardless of the size of
the city. A smart community involves city planners who monitor and collect traffic data to
improve the city’s transportation system and the community’s competitiveness [91]. The
collected data lead to implementing the new transportation system within communities
to reduce the rate of accidents and travel times. A study by Kulkarni and Farnham [92]
predicted that by 2020, the value of smart communities in the global market will be approxi-
mately $1.6 trillion. In addition, smart communities have the potential to significantly boost
community life by enabling people to react to environmental changes and earn a living
and empowering them to contribute to society [120]. Furthermore, smart communities can
support and improve a nation’s income through diversification of the economy, energy,
climate, transportation and mobility, and security [91,92].

4.4. Implications

Recently, many studies have focused on frameworks, methods, and algorithms for
securing network communications, smart applications, and the privacy of data collected
from various sources in a smart city. In this section, we briefly discuss some of the technical
challenges and the possible solutions proposed in the existing works based on security,
privacy, and ethics. Table 4 illustrates some examples of the implication guidelines.

Table 4. A summary of the security, privacy, and ethics guidelines.

Implications Guidelines

Security [121,122].
• Authentication capabilities
• Automatic and secure updating of software
• Dealing with virtualisation vulnerability

Privacy [123,124].

• Laws and regulations on how data are governed
• Data locations should be made available to users
• Enabling bases for trust and privacy on data in an organization requires the

establishment of ownership rights

Ethics [125,126].
• Awareness of users to share data on mobility
• Establishing transparency for collectors of urban data and for users
• Deviate from biases of data sources and collection procedures

Security: The communication technologies used for effective communication in urban
computing in smart cities are WSNs, RFID, Wi-Fi, 4G LTE, LTE-Advanced (LTE-A), and
5G [127,128]. Each of these technologies is exposed to different security issues due to
the components used in developing them. For WSNs, sensors and actuators are the
main elements that make WSNs flexible and incur high communication latency. These
characteristics make WSNs prone to cyber-attacks [129]. However, in a smart city, the
security related to the WSN can be based on the confidentiality of data, authentication,
integrity, and freshness. The four security issues related to WSNs can be mitigated based on
cryptographic algorithms, management, routing that is secured, and trust of the node [129].
For RFID, the possible security issues that arise from RFID are tracking, DoS, repudiation,
spoofing, alteration, corruption and deletion, eavesdropping, and counterfeiting. For urban
computing in smart cities, RFID technology is mainly used for the automated exchange of
information without any manual involvement and can work in harsh environments [130].
For Wi-Fi, the main components are radio communication and transmitters and receivers
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of Wi-Fi, which enhance guest access, increase mobility, allow network expansion, and
support collaboration. Wi-Fi is vulnerable to the following threats: rogue access points,
malicious phishing, improper configuration, unauthorized access to a system, loss of signal
because of DoS, war dialling, tunnelling of protocol, MitM, and DDoS/Dos attacks [79].
LTE provides new features, such as a high bandwidth that supports urban computing in
terms of cost optimisation, computational time, and low energy consumption [131]. The
security issues in 4G LTE, LTE-A, and 5G networks are DDos/Dos attacks, phishing attacks,
and identity attacks [132].

Privacy: The vision of a smart city is to improve facilities in urban areas with the
incorporation of technological tools into facilities such as the SG, transportation system,
government institutions, schools, etc. [133], to enhance living standards wirelessly. With
the mode of communication among connected devices in smart cities, data privacy poses
a major challenge in the network because data intrusion from malicious devices can tem-
porarily stop the services provided by the smart city [133]. For instance, managing the
traffic system has become an issue in transportation systems due to the nature of connected
vehicles. Moreover, citizens' demands in terms of the provision of fast transportation will
also increase, which may lead to privacy breaches of users' data during communication [94].
This, in turn, will make users lose confidence in such a system. Therefore, it is imperative
to use strong cryptography tools to secure devices used during communication to preserve
individuals’ privacy in the presence of adversaries [134,135].

Ethics: Ethical evaluation is the fundamental component required for the acceptance
of smart city technologies. Urban computing and smart-city-enabled technologies have
become essential components for urban city functionalities [136]. Urban operational con-
trols and city services are becoming highly responsive to data-driven modes. As a result,
there is a need to design and deploy ethics for both users and smart city application
developers. Some of the main ethical designs involve personal privacy, obtrusiveness,
stigma and autonomy, and data sharing and autonomy [136]. Personal privacy has complex
phases [137].

Data sharing and autonomy involve the right of users to make personal decisions with
respect to freedom and independence, specifically in reference to assistive technologies
such as smart homes, SGs, power plants, etc. It deals with the aspects of privacy that
are not directly connected to the control of data, and it includes both physical and social
aspects [138]. However, privacy is the major prerequisite for autonomy [136,138].

5. Prominent Use Cases of Urban Computing in Smart Cities

This section presents different use cases of urban computing in smart cities. The main
aim is to show how urban computing is used in a smart city. Some of the use cases of
urban computing in smart cities are in planning, urban computing for the environment,
urban computing for transportation systems, urban computing for smart cities, energy
consumption, and urban computing for smart cities' economies. The detailed discussions
are presented as follows:

• Urban computing for smart cities: To build an intelligent city, effective planning is
imperative. One of the most important application domains in urban computing is
smart city planning. With the advancement of human civilisation, the need for smart
city planning that can incorporate transportation and land use planning cannot be
overestimated, so as to aid the development of social environments and the economy of
the society. Moreover, urbanisation is growing rapidly in many developing countries;
therefore, the need for new technologies that can remotely understand urban changes
and give key data for a smart city's maintainability is very important.

• In most cases, carrying out smart city planning requires the evaluation of many factors,
such as human mobility, traffic flow, and road network structures. These factors
are highly complex and evolve fast; hence, this makes smart city planning a very
challenging task. For instance, in order to understand urban travelling designs, a
few research works were conducted based on travel assessment information [139,140].
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Hereafter, finding useful areas in a city is very important. Useful areas such as business
districts and educational support for various requirements of people’s urban lives
stand as key techniques for shaping and outlining comprehensive information about
an urban city. Therefore, understanding key useful areas in a given city can standardise
urban planning, further fast-tracking other things, such as choosing a location for
business purposes. In a study by Yuan, Zheng et al. [141], the authors proposed a
new framework named DRoF. This framework identifies areas of diverse roles in an
urban city by utilising people's movements between areas and POIs in a given region.
In another study by Sheng, Zheng et al. [142], the authors also explored some useful
areas with a related distribution of POIs in a given region.

• Urban computing for the environment in smart cities: Cities are currently facing
multitudes of problems that result in huge challenges. For example, in several de-
veloping countries, air pollution is a big issue and a great concern. In most of these
countries, governments have constructed a relative number of air quality monitoring
stations in cities to notify individuals of the amount of pollution in the air in a given
area. However, urban air quality is very lopsided in cities that depend on multiple
complex factors such as meteorology, land use, and traffic volume. Therefore, building
many monitoring stations can be highly expensive with regard to human resources,
land use, and money. Hence, people will not identify the air quality if a city is de-
void of monitoring stations. Zheng, Liu et al. [143] proposed a cloud-based system
that deduces real-time information on air quality in a city based on reported historic
and instantaneous air quality information. In a study by Becker, Caceres et al. [144],
the authors retrieved information from cellular calls to comprehend city aspects that
brought on people's movements. Furthermore, another study by [145] proposed the
handling of outbound phone calls to illustrate people's movements. Later, a study
was conducted to extract data on mobility from hints of phones [146]. The other form
of pollution affecting people in smart cities is noise. This kind of pollution can result
in physical and mental health problems for people. The initial step in understanding
urban noise is to measure the noise level in a city. In a study by Liu, Zheng et al. [147],
the researchers proposed two methods for measuring urban noise levels. In other
case studies [148,149], the studies are based on mobile-phone-based approaches that
explore the noise state in New York City. Furthermore, in a study by Martí, Rodríguez
et al. [150], the authors proposed a mobile application to determine noise contamina-
tion with the participation of citizens. Several countries such as the USA, the UK, and
Germany are monitoring noise pollution. These countries utilise noise maps to access
noise pollution levels. The noise maps are computed using simulations that are reliant
on inputs, such as vehicle type, road type, and traffic flow data. Because collecting
such information is highly expensive, these maps can be updated only after a long
period of time. In the study by Santini, Ostermaier et al. [151], the authors obtained
noise pollution data in urban areas with the utilisation of wireless sensor networks.
However, deploying such technology in big cities can be very expensive with respect
to both finances and human resources.

• Urban computing for energy consumption in smart cities: Rapid urbanisation and
the development of smart cities are consuming a vast amount of energy [152]. Hence,
obtaining technologies that can sense city-scale energy costs, increase energy infras-
tructures, and also decrease the amount of energy consumption is critical. We have
two forms of energy consumption in urban cities: gas energy consumption and electri-
cal energy consumption. Concerning gas consumption, a study by [153] proposed a
method to aid in the instantaneous detection of refuelling behaviour of people and of
whole citywide petrol intake. This method analyses and draws interpretations from
GPS routes that are passively retrieved by cabs. Ref. [154] infer the gas intake and
pollution discharge of automobiles commuting on a city road network utilising GPS
technology from a section of automobiles. The results show that given a road's traffic
volume and travel speed, the gas intake and discharge can be determined based on
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the current environment. With regard to electricity consumption, to enhance domestic
energy consumption, an effective combination of energy from renewable sources to
meet the increasing request via electric vehicles is key to sustainability. Smart algo-
rithms employed at the technology level or communal level will help in staying within
a community-assigned energy intake level. In a study by [155], the authors make sure
that each automobile within a community is organised using a strengthening learning
agent, which a temporary load prediction algorithm will additionally sustain. In
another study, [156] proposed a new framework that will help in supporting charging
and storage structure design for electric vehicles.

• Urban computing for transportation in smart cities: Concerning urban computing
for transportation in smart cities, the pillar of city life is transportation. However,
transportation authorities normally have no instantaneous outlook on traffic position.
Hence, the huge dependency on petroleum along with the environmental effects of
discharges from fossil fuel intake make the energy intake of urban transportation in
smart cities a challenging issue to overcome. Furthermore, the key part of a transporta-
tion system is the refuelling behaviour of vehicles by individuals. Hence, a method
for identifying global information in an instantaneous manner is proposed by Zhang,
Wilkie et al. [153]. In Montreal [157], websites are integrated with LTE to provide a
voluminous machine-to-machine (M2M) model for traffic. The model has the capacity
to determine the position of smart meters, traffic lights, and smart bus stops. It allows
the analytics of traffic data collected from the M2M model.

• Urban computing for government policy in smart cities: Urban computing plays a
role in new government policy, such that the introduction of new government policy
in smart cities can come with anxiety/panic in citizens living in the smart cities
because of fear of the unknown or uncertainty about the impact of the new policy on
the citizens. Governments can leverage urban computing to understand the likely
acceptability of a new policy by citizens. If the urban computing output indicates the
acceptability of the policy, the government can go ahead to implement the policy. If it
shows a lack of awareness of the new policy, decision-makers can make tremendous
efforts in creating awareness about the new policy. In case of rejection of the policy
by citizens, additional work can be conducted based on urban computing to gain
insight into the likely reasons for rejection of the new policy for future improvement
or modification of the policy in order to better serve the citizens in the smart city. City
governments gather data through various collection strategies, such as smart sensing,
crowd sensing, crowdsourcing, opportunistic sensing, and unobtrusive continuous
sensing. This massive big data collection facilitates the implementation of city-wide
day-to-day operational intelligence to improve citizens’ lifestyles, city operations, and
city environments [12]. In addition, real-time analytics help city governments control
crime, respond to emergencies, and handle chaotic situations, such as riots, massive
traffic jams, and viral diseases.

• Urban computing for business processes in smart cities: The services provided by a
smart city to citizens through various city systems are facilitated via urban computing.
Hence, the objectives of urban computing should be aligned with the business pro-
cesses across city systems, and the primary prerequisite for city system integration for
smart city development (SCD) is business process change (BPC). The best practices for
enterprise systems integration (ESI) have been recognised and implemented since the
1940s. Javidroozi et al. [158] focused on understanding the similarities between SCD
and ESI. The study provided a comparison framework highlighting that ESI could be
utilised to address BPC challenges in an SCD context. The proposed framework will
help researchers to focus on the social and technical aspects of city system integration.
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6. Open Research Challenges

The involvement of urban computing in performing diverse and complex task execu-
tion poses several challenges for realising the vision of smart cities. This section discusses
the main challenges and brings forward some guidelines to solve the identified challenges.

6.1. Cognitive Cybersecurity

Despite the successful development recorded in cyber security big data analytics,
many issues remain unresolved. Current research reveals that most of the existing analytic
techniques do not emphasise the reasoning to “understand” cyber security threats and
risk, which causes inefficient threat detection. Therefore, researchers are currently focusing
on the optimisation of the techniques for handling big data analytics issues. Big data
encompass voluminous amounts of data generated at high speed for management in
repositories that are distributed remotely. As a result of that, researchers were prompted to
propose powerful advanced technology for effective and efficient analytics of large-scale
data. The analytics for big data help governmental and non-governmental organizations to
find new knowledge hiding in the voluminous data, such as people's behaviour towards
a certain policy or healthcare predictive models for use by departments of health. The
application of cognition for detecting security threads in such voluminous data is required
to be developed for the improvement of businesses and security. Cognitive analytics has
the potential to solve the limitations of human cognition by processing and understanding
big data for cyber security in real time.

6.2. Air Quality

Poor air quality in a major urban city is considered a critical environmental issue, and
real-time air pollution data collection and analysis in a smart city is essential for urban
sustainability. The construction and maintenance costs needed for air pollution stations
are too high. Hence, cost-effective means are needed to measure air pollution. Ref. [53]
proposed a predictive model, which uses urban data from heterogeneous sources to predict
particulate matter. The proposed model used the concept of transfer learning, and the
results show that the proposed model is superior to all baselines. Moreover, social media
data and social events are also discussed as a future extension to improve the accuracy of
the proposed model.

There are various open research challenges in the field of air quality. The primary chal-
lenge is the quantification and prediction of the health impacts of air quality. Researchers
have undertaken considerable work on quantifying the impact of air quality on human
health, but it remains a challenge due to climate change’s impact on air quality [159,160].
The prediction of the health impacts of air pollution, including hospitalisations and mortal-
ity, has also been studied [161], but researchers recommend future designs to better serve
decision-making [162]. Researchers also recommend location-specific studies to eliminate
the risk of exposure misclassification, which is argued against due to aggregated exposure
from point, non-point, and mobile sources [163].

Another open challenge regarding air quality is building sustainable solutions that can
mitigate air quality and that are financially viable. Sustainable solutions can be achieved
via further improvements in satellite-based remote sensing and fusing the related data to
accurately resolve PM2.5 concentrations in a wide range of conditions [164]. The infrastruc-
ture costs to mitigate air quality degradation due to combustion sources in cities and urban
areas are daunting in an economic sense [165], but various types of research have shown
that the benefits of better air quality, especially regarding CO2, offset the cost of climate
policy implementation [166].
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6.3. IoT Resources

With the growth in electric vehicles (EVs), the ways people transit are changing. There
are various factors that affect EV performance and the environment, which include energy
efficiency, durability, and so on. However, with the utilization of EVs comes the challenge
of moving EV data and connecting them to the cloud. Hence, these big data collected
from EVs create an opportunity for researchers to develop new and novel approaches
for the exchange and transportation of information. In a study by Lee et al., to resolve
this issue, the researchers proposed an energy management scheme whereby EV system
data were utilized to understand patterns for long-term performance estimation using big
data [167]. The results show that the proposed scheme can successfully help in moving big
data from EVs to the cloud and aid in analysing drivers’ behaviours and driving range.
In another work by Galus et al. [168], the researchers also worked on ways to manage
data collected from plus-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs. The smart management
of data extracted from PHEVs can help to reduce or eliminate potential congestion in
power systems and to distribute available energy efficiently. The authors proposed a new
scheme that incorporates price dependability for the analysis of PHEV integration and
data management possibilities. Ref. [169] conducted a comprehensive study on big data
movement. The authors outlined some of the challenges in data processing. Firstly, the
authors outlined new database architectures that support big data storage and processing.
Secondly, big data issues such as data sources, processing, and analysis were discussed.
Hence, the authors showed how the parallelization of bug data during processing can be
used by programmers not only in a distributed way but also within each server.

The results showed that the energy consumption by the proposed framework is
significantly less than the energy consumed by transfer over the internet. The proposed
framework sets a platform to reduce the delay of data transfer in smart cities and provides
researchers with a benchmark to explore hybrid techniques, whereby data transfer is
achieved by both vehicles and the internet. It is well known that the collection and
maintenance of voluminous data from various sources in a smart city is a challenge. In
addition, the transmission of the data to units of control for analytics and processing is
posing a challenge. To help smooth the transmission of data effectively, [170] proposed an
approach for the reduction of energy consumption and carbon emission. The proposed
approach was able to speed up data transmission. Similarly, Rashmi et al. propose the
Internet of Buses (IoB) as a subset of the Internet of Vehicles (IoV). The initiative enables
buses for public transportation as a service for data carriers [171]. Despite the development,
a lot of future research is required to develop this area.

6.4. Cyber-Physical System

The large-scale arrangement of cyber-physical systems challenges sequence issues in
different areas that require further smart sensing and computing techniques, including
advanced networking and communications tools, in order to offer more pervasive cyber-
physical services. The difficulty to convert classical cities that were built haphazardly
due to overpopulation and ill planning into smart cities is the infrastructural challenge to
smart cities related to urban computing. Countries with large demographics and diversity
present great challenges and opportunities, and the new technologies in smart cities need
to provide sustainable solutions and civic amenities for urban populations and citizens.
There are some instrumentation challenges related to urbanisation such as environmental
pollution, transportation management, energy usage, and public health [172].

According to a recent study in 2022 [173]), cyber-physical systems will continue to
grow using and needing several forms, and smart cities are one of the methods highlighted
by the authors. The speedily moving landscapes of urban movement in a smart city
will deliver movement solutions that provide sustainable use. Cyber-physical systems
have developed into very complicated systems with miscellaneous methods for data
streams, handling a huge amount of data and supplying a wide range of services [174].
Currently, various researchers, management decision-makers, technical staff, and industrial
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specialists are working towards cyber-physical systems on account of the development
of various applications in international guidelines and critical infrastructures for smart
city advances [175]. Therefore, cyber-physical systems play an important role in different
applications, particularly those utilizing network and physical devices.

6.5. Data Sparsity Problem

As a result of generating data from diverse sources within an urban city, there is the
challenge of data sources with few and scattered data within the urban city. This poses a
challenge to the urban computing ecosystems in smart cities. The best way to integrate
these sparse data from diverse sources for effective urban computing remains an open
problem [176]. We suggest the integration of models for handling the data sparsity problem
into the urban computing ecosystem in a smart city. Moreover, Greenland, Mansournia, and
Altman [177] highlighted the factors contributing to sparse data bias, including narrowly
distributed continuous predictors, low event per variable, and categorical covariates with
very low or high prevalence.

6.6. Data Movement

Smart cities are supposed to manage IoT resources and their data efficiently. Neverthe-
less, if the number of IoT devices is enormous, this will lead to issues in the acquisition,
transfer, and analysis of big data. The traditional networks that transfer data are costly in
terms of energy consumption and delay. Ref. [178] proposed a volunteer vehicles-based
data transfer framework that can promote social awareness and energy conservation. The
proposed framework sets a platform to reduce the delay of data transfer in smart cities and
provides the researchers with a benchmark to explore hybrid techniques, whereby data
transfer is achieved by both vehicles and the internet. The results showed that the energy
consumption by the proposed framework is significantly less than the energy consumed by
transfer over the internet.

6.7. (5G) Technologies

As the deployment of 5G technologies is spreading fast across global urban cities
because infrastructure and resources are mostly concentrated in urban cities [179], this has
implications for urban computing in the aspect of data analytics. Although the advent of
5G technologies has brought improved services to the telecommunication industry, it has
also brought new challenges to the research community. The advent of 5G technologies
has tremendously improved the speed of communication and the generation of very high
volumes of data at very high speeds never witnessed in the era of 4G and below. The rate
at which data are generated from heterogeneous sources [180] in an urban city is a concern
to the urban computing community because the data need to be collected and processed
to gain insight and valuable information and acquire new knowledge. With the rate at
which data are generated via 5G technology heterogeneous sources, hardware for data
storage will shortly become a serious challenge to the industry and academia. On the other
hand, the high volume of data being generated and collected has made shallow algorithms
lack the capability to process them because it is known that shallow machine learning
algorithms operate very well with small samples of data, such that as the volume of the
data increases, the efficiency and effectiveness of the shallow algorithm reduce. Though
some special hardware for processing high volumes of data using deep learning algorithms
have started springing up, we believe that special hardware to support the processing of
high-volume data using a deep learning architecture should be the new focus, and, as the
central collection of data might not be feasible in the future, we recommend the adoption
of federated learning for data analytics in urban computing.

The 5G deployed for urban computing has security threads. Security threads for
5G technology inter-slicing handover are highly challenging because the security threads
are dynamic as a result of different technology embodiments in the environment. The
security vulnerabilities in the inter-slice are brought about by the embodiments of different
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technologies including, but not limited to, network functions virtualization, machine
learning, software-defined network, and the IoT, each exposing its security vulnerabilities
in the network inter-slicing [181]. Deploying 5G technologies in urban computing could
expose urban computing to different forms of security attacks launched by attackers
exploring the security weaknesses of the 5G technologies in the network inter-slicing
handover. The possible attacks that can be carried out in 5G inter-slicing in urban computing
are as follows, as enumerated in Sajjad et al. [181]: session hijacking, redirection attack,
denial-of-service, malicious mobile node flooding, and man-in-the-middle attacks. We
recommend that the research community develop a machine learning robust cybersecurity
defence system for inter-slice handover protection against attacks in urban computing with
the capability to handle dynamics in the inter-slice handover security threads.

6.8. Scaling via the Analysis and Harvesting of Energy

The powering of the pervasive computing devices embedded in the environment
requires massive amounts of energy. As of today, batteries are required for the charging
of pervasive computing devices. In the future, operation will be required to continue
for months or years without the need for changing batteries because it is not feasible to
continue replacing batteries. Therefore, limited battery capacity can pose a challenge.
Other scaling methods include the effect of pervasive computing at scale on human factors,
scalable pervasive computing scaling support, and the theoretical foundations of pervasive
computing scaling [182,183]. Furthermore, pervasive computing through sensors and
mobile phones can be challenged with the issue of storage and power. Therefore, to resolve
the issue of storage and power, cloud computing is put forward as an alternative solution.
Cloud accessibility, mobile clouds, networks in the cloud, and clouds and crowds are part
of the cloud solution.

6.9. Knowledge versus Privacy

It is no wonder that there is a problematic of balancing privacy and knowledge. It is
believed that a smart system is potentially more intelligent with more information on a
person [184]. The decisions on trade-offs should be controlled by the individuals concerned
in sustainable smart cities. They should be able to choose for what purpose and for how
long such data should subsequently be accessible and available in the system. The challenge
now is to find the right balance that requires transparency about the data that are truly
required to deliver smart services. This is also consistent with that which has been in effect
since May 2018 under the EU-GDPR [185]. At present, people have no choice but to decide
between knowledge and privacy but are faced with severe privacy breaches [186,187].
Furthermore, humans are progressively being removed from operating, supervising or, at
the very least, being in charge and thus from being in control due to pervasive and mobile
intelligence [188]. Three problematic areas categorise problem areas induced by smart cities.
First, rigid behaviour can be experienced by users and customers faced with online shops
or fully automated call centres without the involvement of human operators [189]. Only
small deviations from the standard routine or process are needed, and the system cannot
handle requests. Secondly, despite ubiquitous promises, the weakness and error-prone
conduct of AI and other algorithmic approaches can be observed today in many areas,
and, lastly, lack of transparency, traceability, and accountability are imminent problems of
artificial intelligence and the most important question of the 'smart-all' paradigm [188].

6.10. Intersection of Smart and Sustainable City

The challenges of the intersection between smart cities and sustainability are identified
as follows: the overemphasis on the applications of technology, the complexity of the
initiative in practice, and the smart city conceptualization are ad hoc in nature. To mitigate
these challenges, a solution is proposed by presenting new indicators for the intersection
of smart cities and sustainability cutting across the economy, the socio-cultural landscape,
the environment, and governance [190]. However, the solution is theoretical in nature
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without a practical solution, which makes it remain abstract. We recommend researchers,
industry practitioners, and academia to develop a practical model for a smart sustainable
community to assess the feasibility of its practical application in the real world.

7. Conclusions

The incredible miniaturisation of sensors and communication technologies in urban
spaces has led to the development of new technological ecosystems for smart cities. Urban
computing aims to bring improvements to citizens’ lifestyles and city environments and
to enrich operational intelligence in smart city services. In this article, we investigated,
highlighted, and reported state-of-the-art efforts directed towards the smart city paradigm
in urban computing. We presented numerous applications and technologies to qualitatively
analyse the role of urban computing in smart cities. We outlined four prominent use
cases of urban computing in smart cities. Furthermore, several future research challenges
were enumerated. Finally, we conclude that although urban computing can provide many
benefits in smart cities, the convergence of these paradigms engenders some new research
challenges that need to be addressed in the future.
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